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Abstract—Program comprehension is an important part of
software development process. The paper looks for the ways
how to simplify program comprehension and finds how the tests
usage can facilitate it. Hence, we briefly define the program
comprehension, test types and their relationship. Moreover, we
analyze researches of similar issue and compare their approaches.
Finally, future research directions are suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software development and in particular its maintenance
is demanding from time viewpoint. Many various research
projects deal with support of software development and try
to accelerate this process through software development envi-
roments, programming tool support, languages, etc. One of the
areas that arises is the comprehension of a program. Creation
and modification of software can be included under the wider
concept called software maintenance. During maintenance
many changes are made to the code, and when working in a
team, the programmer often needs to understand and modify
the source code of another one. Customer requirements often
mirror the problem domain that each programmer should un-
derstand to meet them in a specific implementation. However,
during the implementation of a system abstraction (semantic)
gap between problem and solution domain occurs [1]. The
goal is to maximize speed of software development and
management, therefore the reduction of the abstraction gap
is crucial.

II. PROGRAM COMPREHENSION

A person comprehends a program if one understands its
structure, behavior and connection to the application do-
main [2]. In a simplified interpretation, we can say that the pro-
gram comprehension is a level as a programmer understands
the existing program functionality, in order to improve func-
tional or non-functional qualities. As many researches point
out, this process tends to take up to a half of programmer’s
time during their work with the source code [3][4][5].

Program comprehension is an activity that helps expert pro-
grammers build a mental model of the program that includes
both program-specific and domain knowledge [6]. The mental
model is created in the programmer’s head from defined spec-
ification. Based on the created model, the programmer creates
a specific software artifact, the most common source code.
The code is then compiled into an executable application,

and the process is iteratively repeated. The order of actions
in this process is not fixed and may change (for example,
when the programmer has to understand a part of an existing
program, and the new implementation must adapt the existing
one). Domain understanding is the key to a successful system
development [7], but for maintenance, the programmer does
not need to know the entire code and the compete application
context.

Another area related to software maintenance is reverse
engineering. Frequently, these two areas are confused, but the
difference is that reverse engineering helps to understand the
program [8]. Reverse Engineering focuses on techniques and
tools to create high-level abstractions of the code, or in other
words it analyzes the source code to deduce design features.
Program comprehension looks into the effectiveness of these
tools and additional knowledge of software development prac-
tices.

III. APPROACHES OF PROGRAM COMPREHENSION

Comprehension congitive model is a description of a psy-
chological process included in program understanding to
achieve the mental model of the program [9] and we can divide
it into two basic approaches: top-down and bottom-up.

Some of existing models use various combinations of these
two approaches. Bottom-up comprehension models are based
on the fact that during the source code reading abstract con-
cepts are created by collecting low level information [10][11].
Understanding is achieved from the bottom up, ie. by reading
the code and mentally grouping the individual rows into
higher-level abstractions. This approach focuses on situations
where the programmer does not understand the domain, yet.
Example of this model is Pennington model [12].

On the other hand, as a reverse approach to program
comprehension, several top-down models have been proposed
when the programmer already had a previous (at least par-
tial) experience with the domain. An example is the Brooks
model [13]. The top-down models use the programmer’s
knowledge of the domain to create a set of expectations that
are mapped to the source code.

However, the real use of models indicates that programmers
do not exclusively rely on one approach but use their combina-
tions [14]. They use one approach as a pre-dominant strategy
based on their knowledge in the domain and slightly switches
between comprehension processes. Letovsky [15] claims that
programmers achieve ease of understanding by changing their
strategies of comprehension with regard to external stimuli.
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IV. TESTING AS AN ADDITIONAL PART OF SOURCE CODE

The task of testing as part of the development cycle is to
ensure the source code stability. Testing identifies defects or
bugs of applications that need to be fixed. We can say that this
is a process of accessing the functionality and correctness of a
software through analysis [16]. Tests expose errors in the code,
which can also help in understanding the source code itself.
Imagine a situation where a programmer works in an unknown
code and has the task to implement the necessary functionality.
Interference with the source code can affect the original code
undesirably – break it. Tests can alert the programmer to
the appearance of error and reduce his comprehension gap.
Through the tests, the programmer can understand the program
better.

The main test tasks are quality assurance, reliability es-
timation, validation and verification [16]. The goal of each
development process should be to deliver a quality product
with the smallest cost (expense). Understanding the program,
possibilities of the integrated development environment (IDE),
programmer’s experience, programming language, and all
other aspects of the development process have a direct or
indirect impact on the resulting product. To understand the
software, we try to use everything that is relevant to the code,
so we consider tests will be a great choice.

Basically, we divide the tests into Static and Dynamic.
Static testing involves all types of reviews, inspections, and
walkthroughs. Dynamic testing or actual validation involves all
functional and non-functional testing types. Lewis [17] defines
and analyzes 60 existing test techniques in his book. The most
famous of them are black box, white box, grey box [18][16],
regression [19], reliability, usability, performance, unit etc. The
various methods that Lewis mentioned are often combined,
and by combining simpler methods brings extended testing
methods with new insights on software. In general, we know
the following main types of testing [20]:

• Functional Testing,
• Performance Testing,
• Security Testing.

A. Functional Testing

The goal of Functional Testing is to verify required func-
tionality and behavior. Test cases are created based on the
customer’s specifications, ie. they directly verify required func-
tionality. Since functionalities are closely related to program
comprehension (due to a narrow connection to functionality
and source code), the main types of functional testing are also
briefly described:

1) Unit Testing is the lowest level of testing mainly per-
formed by developer to test the unit of code. The purpose
is to isolate the smallest test pieces of the code and check
they are working properly in isolation [21].

2) Integration Testing is testing where tests communicate
with multiple different modules of the application. The
goal is to check whether the data pass through various
components correctly. The main representatives are top-
down and bottom-up tests [22] (a similar approach as in
the program comprehension, see Section II).

3) System Testing is a general test of the system in its
behavior and functionality based on the requirements
document. An example is regression, smoke or sanity
testing.

4) Acceptance Testing is mainly known as alpha and beta
testing. They make sure that the customer is able to
perform the required functionality.

5) White-box and Black-box Testing and their combination
(Grey-box Testing) [23]. Mostly used are for example
Data Flow, Coverage, Basis Path and Loop Testing [24].
In back-box testing, also known as Behavioral Testing,
tester does not know the internal structure, design,
implementation, application, respectively functionality
that is being tested. The advantage of black-box testing
is that it does not require the source code directly,
eliminating the need for instrumentation and source
code availability [25]. On the other hand, white-box
testing is the detailed investigation of the internal logic
and structure of the code where the tester understands
the internal structure of the system. The tester selects
inputs to achieve a specific workflow and compares
results with the expected output. Gray-box testing is a
combination of previous ones and involves having access
to internal data structures and algorithms for the purpose
of designing the test cases, but testing at the user or
black-box level [26].

To understand the program, we will be interested in all types
of functional tests because they are linked to the source code
and we will be able to use them to increase the program
comprehension. It might seem that from last group of tests
only white-box testing is suitable for us to understand the
program, as white-box testing expects to know the internal
structure of the code. It is a great assumption that the op-
posite approach when the programmer tries to understand
the functionality of the black-box test, will increase program
comprehension, too. On the other hand, white-box tests are
too complex and detailed [16][26] so black-box tests that are
not so closely related to the source code may be useful for
easier understanding of the program, because they look at the
functionality from the outside.

B. Performance Testing

Performance Testing is one of a non-functional testing types
and includes all time related parameters like load time, access
time, run time, execution time, etc. Most popular methods are
Stress Testing and Load Testing. These tests have more or less
a benchmark character, so they will not be interesting for us.

C. Security Testing

This testing type is important as to protect the information,
services, skills and resources of adversaries and the cost of
potential assurance remedies. Examples of these tests are Fuzz
Testing, Brute Force, SQL Injection or Penetration Testing.
For program comprehension they are not as important as
Functional Testing, but the partial test results we could use
the partial test results to improve the development process and
code quality.

V. STATE OF THE ART

The relationship between understanding the program and
testing shows a lot of research. Benedusi et al. in their pa-
per [27] investigated the role of testing and dynamic analysis in
the process of program comprehension. In their Docket project
they explored the potential of these activities for software
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comprehension objectives. The paper says programmers are
using product manuals and reverse engineering to understand
the program’s maintenance. According to the authors test
cases are the passive or active subject of existing product
activities (specification, test case design, debugging & er-
ror analysis, change request formulation, change analysis,
regression testing) producing various kinds of peculiar and
valuable knowledge. They argue that test cases are important
starting points for the capture and reuse of knowledge acquired
empirically and lessons learned during the operational lifetime
of the product. They used manual alpha and beta tests, where
these tests may not only reveal common issues, but also
empirically highlight aspects of software that are the most
challenging and difficult to comprehend. On the basis of this
tests the programmer knows what is important to maintain the
system and finds out that for system maintenance is program
understanding necessary. They recommend using regression
testing to increase program comprehension.

Sneed [28] considers the tester as part of the development
team and in his paper he figured out that the tester is the
one who needs the broadest knowledge about the system.
The author describes in detail the requirements of the tester
and comprehension has been used here to define a knowledge
acquisition process. Testers need to identify the test objects,
to determine the test cases and to assess the adequacy of
their test efforts by means of a test coverage measurement.
When the tester knows the system at all levels (from a global
perspective) the author again brings us to the idea from the
opposite perspective that in tests are very valuable information
for understanding the program.

From the viewpoint of program comprehension, there is an
approach of concern-oriented code projections [29] and for
the programmer is provided only the selected and merged
source code related to a particular concern. LaToza et al. [30]
compared the code perception of experts with novices. They
have found that novices have analyzed code statement by
statement and wanted to understand the whole system, even if
it was not necessary. On the contrary, experts used "caching"
so they did not study every line of code, but they used higher
abstraction. Their results lead us to source code projections
which try to filter out unnecessary source code and show the
programmer only the parts that are relevant.

Moonen et al. in the book Software evolution [31] write
about the testing and evolution connection and its effect on the
program comprehension. They look at software development
and testing in the agile development process (Extreme pro-
gramming, XP). They introduce "test-driven refactoring", or
refactoring of production code, too, which are induced by the
structuring of the tests. On the basis of real experience, they
confirm that the extensive test suite can stimulate the program
comprehension process, especially in the light of continuously
evolving software, and derive the following benefits for com-
prehension:

• testing policy encourages programmers to explain their
code using test cases,

• the requirement of 100% test success ensures the docu-
mentation is kept up-to-date,

• tests provides a repeatable program comprehension strat-
egy,

• a comprehensive set of tests reduces the comprehension
gap when modifying source code,

• systematic unit testing helps build team confidence.

Fig. 1. Unit tests results and test coverage in IDE Visual Studio 2017.

A. The opposite viewpoint

As we can see, above researches look at software develop-
ment as a chain of understanding functionality, implementation
and programming of tests. If a programmer explores the
foreign code, mostly he is not interested about tests, despite all
the above-mentioned researches show a close relationship with
the comprehension. The problem is not with programmers, but
with the tools that are used for development, mostly IDE. From
our point of view, we want to focus on linking existing tests
with main application source code within the IDE to bring
advantage for simpler understanding the existing code.

As mentioned in the Section IV everything that helps to
understand the program has the main goal of achieving high
quality product. The IDE can help with understanding the
program, using class browser, tests explorer, reference counts,
search, icons in editor, refactoring, etc. There are small utilities
that help the programmer with comprehension of source code
by interconnecting with tests. An example is Visual Studio,
where test results and their coverage are displayed directly in
the source code (Fig. 1). Above the tested method is visible
how many tests uses the method and how many tests were
successful. The programmer can navigate and find particular
test where he can analyze the issue. Before each line in the
editor is displayed the icon that represents the coverage of the
given line (red cross = covered by at least 1 failing test; green
check mark = covered by only passed tests; blue dash = not
covered). These tools are gently linked to tests, but the source
code of tests has much larger potential.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

All of mentioned tools and approaches for program com-
prehension are beneficial, our idea is in mining the context of
test and linking them to the main program code. Since any
research with similar idea has not been explored yet, for first
we will need to perform experimental observation of tools
designed to simplify program understanding (such as source
code projections). Experiments will focus on the functionality
and capabilities of these tools. Only then we can design new
tool in conjunction with tests.

A. Test Projections

Dynamic concern-based projections [29] seem to be an
interesting solution how to filter the source code from multiple
files into one view, simple to understand for programmer.
Similarly we should be able to create test projections. It means
that from multiple test classes we will be able to show just
needed tests. The programmer would then see different use-
cases of the application.
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B. The Most Common Workflows

Tests often involve calling methods in a specific order. E.g.
the user sign in to the administration, goes to the user sub-
section, selects particular user account and changes password.
This process is subject to a certain call stack of methods to
be performed. We can assume the test scenarios created in
the tests will be often used the same way in the production
(by user). Therefore, on the test scenarios, the programmer
could see most used stack of methods call and they can help
to understand the context of code.

C. Web and Mobile Applications

Research is commonly realized on small or medium open-
source or self-developed application that often use the basic
system API, a few libraries, etc. In terms of applications in
production that are much more complex, the results of such
research are only partially usable, so we want to focus on
larger projects. Within our university we have courses such
as Web Technologies and Application Development for Smart
Devices, where students develop complex applications with
a lot of libraries where designed tools should be used for
experiments. Accordingly, there are many open-source web
applications, which means that we can explore the under-
standing of the already existing applications with a variety
of participants (expert, novice, student) who have not seen the
source code before.
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